Sill solutions for every need

WinDor's 3750 Folding Door comes standard with our weather resistant sill. Our product using this sill has received a performance rating of Light Commercial 30 using the AAMA-101 standard.

ADA and Flush Sill options

We also have two sill alternatives. The extruded ADA Sill will satisfy most requirements when used in a commercial applications. Our Flush Sill is for the custom install where esthetics are of the utmost importance. Windor's performance rating and test results do not apply for the ADA and flush sill.

Please note. While the ADA and Flush Sills are very attractive options, it is not intended for all applications. Low or flush sills are not able to withstand air and water intrusion like the weather resistant sills. Your project's exposure, elevation and overhang will determined how this sill performs. It is also important that you include a mop zone adjacent to these doors, when choosing this options.